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Abstract 
In this work stability results for systems described by coupled Retarded 
Functional Differential Equations (RFDEs) and Functional Difference Equations 
(FDEs) are presented. The results are based on the observation that the 
composite system can be regarded as the feedback interconnection of a 
subsystem described by RFDEs and a subsystem described by FDEs. Recent 
Small-Gain results and Lyapunov-like characterizations of the Weighted Input-
to-Output Stability property for systems described by RFDEs and FDEs are 
employed. It is shown that the stability results provided in this work can be used 
to study stability for systems described by neutral functional differential 
equations and systems described by hyperbolic partial differential equations.   
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1. Introduction 
 
In this work we consider control systems described by coupled Retarded Functional Differential Equations (RFDEs) 
and Functional Difference Equations (FDEs). Let lD ℜ⊆  be a non-empty set, mU ℜ⊆  be a non-empty set with 
U∈0  and consider the system described by the following equations: 
 
))(,))((,)(),(,()( 2)(111 21 tuxttTxtTtdtftx trr ττ −= −&                                                     (1.1a) 
 
))(,))((,)(),(,()( 2)(122 21 tuxttTxtTtdtftx trr ττ −= −                                                    (1.1b) 
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where 0, 21 ≥rr , ( ) ( ) innnti UtrrCDtf ℜ→×ℜ+−×ℜ−××∪ ∞≥ 21 ];0),([];0,[}{: 2100 τL , 2,1=i , ( ) ( ) YL →×ℜ−×ℜ−×ℜ ∞+ UrrCH nn 21 ];0,[];0,[: 210  (Y  is a normed linear space) are locally bounded mappings with 
0)0,0,0,,( =dtf i  2,1=i , 0)0,0,0,( =tH  for all Ddt ×ℜ∈ +),( . Specifically, we consider systems of the form (1.1) 
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with initial conditions ]0,[;)()( 11001 rxtx −∈=+ θθθ  and ]0,[;)()( 22002 rxtx −∈=+ θθθ  with ( )1];0,[ 1010 nrCx ℜ−∈ , ( )2];0,[ 220 nrx ℜ−∈ ∞L , under the following hypotheses: 
 
(P1) The function ),0(: +∞→ℜ+τ  is continuous with 2
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)(sup rt
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τ . 
 
(P2) There exist functions ∞∈Ka , +∈Kβ  such that ( ) ( )utaxtTtaxtauxtTxdtf
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(P3) For every ( )1);,[ 101 nrCx ℜ+∞−∈ , ( )Dd loc ;+∞ ℜ∈L , ( )Uu loc ;+∞ ℜ∈L  and ( )2);,[ 22 nloc rx ℜ+∞−∈ ∞L  the 
mappings ))(,))((,)(),(,( 2)(1 21 tuxttTxtTtdtft trri ττ −→ − , 2,1=i  are measurable. Moreover, for each fixed ( ) UrDuxdt n ×ℜ−××ℜ∈ ∞+ 2];0,[),,,( 22 L  the mapping ),))((,,,( 2)(11 2 uxtTxdtf tr ττ −−  is continuous with respect 
to ( )1];0,[ 101 nrCx ℜ−∈ .  
 
(P4) For every pair of bounded sets +ℜ⊂I  and ( ) ( ) UrrC nn ×ℜ−×ℜ−⊂Ω ∞ 21 ];0,[];0,[ 210 L , there exists 
0),(: ≥Ω= ILL  such that 
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(P5) The mapping ( ) ( ) YL →×ℜ−×ℜ−×ℜ ∞+ UrrCH nn 21 ];0,[];0,[: 210  is continuous with 0)0,0,0,( =tH  for all 0≥t . 
Moreover, the image set )(ΩH  is bounded for each bounded set ( ) ( ) UrrC nn ×ℜ−×ℜ−×ℜ⊂Ω ∞+ 21 ];0,[];0,[ 210 L . 
 
 
    For example hypotheses (P1), (P2), (P3) are satisfied if lD ℜ⊂  is compact and there exist continuous functions 
),0(: +∞→ℜ+iτ  ( pi ,...,1= ), ),0(: +∞→ℜ+τ  with )()(...)()(0 21 tttt p ττττ ≤<<<<  for all 0≥t  and 
2
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τ , continuous mappings ( ) inkpnni UrCDg ℜ→×ℜ×ℜ×ℜ−××ℜ+ 21];0,[: 10 , 2,1=i , 
knrh ℜ→ℜ×−×ℜ+ 2]0,[: 2  with 0)0,0,0,0,,( =dtgi , 0)0,,( =θth  for all DTrdt ×−−×ℜ∈ + ]0,[),,( θ , such that 
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for all ( ) ( ) UrrCDuxxdt nn ×ℜ−×ℜ−××ℜ∈ ∞+ 21 ];0,[];0,[),,,,( 21021 L . 
 
    The reason for allowing the output to take values in abstract normed linear spaces is that the case (1.1) allows the 
study of: 
 
•  outputs with no delays, e.g. ))(),(,()( 21 txtxthtY =  with kℜ=Y ,  
•  outputs with discrete or distributed delay, e.g. ))(),(),(),(()( 222111 rtxtxrtxtxhtY −−=  or 
∫
−
=
t
rt
dxthtY
1
))(,,()( 1 θθθ  with kℜ=Y , 
•  functional outputs with memory, e.g. ]0,[;))(,,()( 11 rtxthtY −∈+= θθθ  or the identity output 
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 with ( ) ( )21 ];0,[];0,[ 210 nn rrC ℜ−×ℜ−= ∞LY .  
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Motivation for the study of system (1.1): 
 
    Systems of the form (1.1) arise in many problems in Mathematical Control Theory and Mathematical Systems 
Theory (see for instance [4,5] and the references therein). For example, consider the stabilization problem for the 
scalar system: 
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                                                          (1.3) 
 
where ℜ→ℜ:f  is a continuous function with 0)0( =f  and 0>r , ℜ∈a  are constants. Notice the way that the 
input )(tu  appears in the equation (1.3). If the designer selects to apply the feedback linearization approach for 
system (1.3), then we have: 
 
)())(()()( rtautxftKxtu −−−−=                                                         (1.4) 
 
where 0>K . Consequently, if 0≠a  the closed-loop system (1.3) with (1.4) is described by the following system of 
coupled RFDEs and FDEs: 
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Notice that system (1.5) has the form of system (1.1) with )(tu  in place of )(2 tx  and )(tx  in place of )(1 tx . 
Moreover, hypotheses (P1-4) are satisfied for system (1.5).  
 
    However, the strongest motive for the study of systems of the form (1.1) is that systems of the form (1.1) allow the 
consideration of discontinuous solutions to systems described by Neutral Functional Differential Equations. For 
example, consider the scalar system described by a Neutral Functional Differential Equation: 
 
( ) ℜ∈−=−− )(,)()2()( txrtxrtxtx
dt
d                                                       (1.6) 
 
with initial condition ( )ℜ−∈= ];0,2[)( 0002 rCxtT r . The solution of (1.6) for ],[ 00 rttt +∈  is given by: 
 
∫−
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It is clear from (1.7) that the solution of (1.6) can be defined even if the initial condition is discontinuous, i.e., 
( )ℜ−∈= ∞ ];0,2[)( 002 rxtT r L . How to obtain such a (weak) solution? 
 
The following idea was proposed in [2] for linear systems (though it was expressed in a different way): First define 
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Then equation (1.6) is transformed to the following system of coupled RFDEs and FDEs of the form (1.1): 
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Notice that hypotheses (P1-4) are satisfied for system (1.8) (hypothesis (P5) is irrelevant since there is no output). The 
solution of (1.8) for ],( 00 rttt +∈  is given by: 
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Notice that )()(2 txtx =  does not coincide with the solution of (1.6) given by (1.7) unless 
)2()()( 020201 rtxtxtx −−= , the so-called “matching condition”. It should be emphasized that if the “matching 
condition” does not hold then the solution of (1.8) (given by (1.9)) is discontinuous, even if the initial condition is 
smooth. Consequently, system (1.8) provides a generalized framework for the study of the Neutral Functional 
Differential Equation (1.6).   
 
The idea described for the simple example (1.6) can be generalized for nonlinear control systems described by 
Neutral Functional Differential Equations of the following form (special case of the so-called Hale’s form, see [6]): 
 
( ) nrtr txtuxtTtdtfxttTtgtxdtd ℜ∈=−− − )(,))(,)(),(,()))((,()( )( ττ                               (1.10) 
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then system (1.10) is associated with the following system described by coupled RFDEs and FDEs: 
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Notice that system (1.11) is a system of the form (1.1). The component 2x  of the solution of (1.11) coincides with the 
solution x  of (1.10) if and only if the initial data are continuous functions which satisfy the “matching condition”: ( ) 20200)(2100 )())((,)(, 0 xtTxttTxtTtG rtrr =−− ττ . However, notice that even if the matching condition holds the 
solution of (1.11) can be defined for discontinuous initial data. Consequently, if the matching condition holds and the 
initial data are discontinuous then the component 2x  of the solution of (1.11) is a discontinuous mapping which 
satisfies the differential equation ( ) ))(,)(),(,()))((,()( 22)(2 tuxtTtdtfxttTtgtxdtd rtr =−− − ττ , almost everywhere for 
0tt ≥ . Thus, if the matching condition holds, then system (1.11) provides “weak” solutions to the Neutral Functional 
Differential Equation (1.10). Other concepts of weak solutions for linear neutral functional differential equations were 
given in [2,9]. In recent works control-theoretic aspects for linear neutral functional differential equations are studied 
(see [7,8]). 
 
The approach described above is not restricted to Neutral Functional Differential Equations of the form (1.10). We 
can also consider Neutral Functional Differential Equations of the form (Bellman’s form, see [1]): 
 
n
trr txtuxttTxtTtdtftx ℜ∈−= − )(,))(,))((,)(),(,()( )( && ττ                                          (1.12) 
 
In this case the corresponding system of coupled RFDEs and FDEs is: 
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Notice that if  xtTxtT rr &)()( 020 =  and xtTxtT rr )()( 010 =  then the component 1x  of the solution of (1.13) coincides 
with the solution x  of (1.12) for all 0tt ≥ .  
 
   Consequently, it should be emphasized that the study of coupled RFDEs and FDEs offers a great advantage: Neutral 
Functional Differential Equations of the form (1.10) and Neutral Functional Differential Equations of the form (1.12) 
can be studied in the same way and in the same framework.   
 
Another field which motivates the study of systems of the form (1.1) is the field of control (or dynamical) systems 
described by hyperbolic partial differential equations of the form: 
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where 0>ia  ( pi ,...,1= ) are constants, along with boundary conditions of the form: 
 ( ) pitzztvtuttdtFtv ii ,...,1,]1),([);,(),(),(),(,)0,( =∈= τξ                                 (1.14b) 
 
where )),(),...,,((),( 1 ′= ztvztvztv p  and  
 
( )]1),([;),(),(),(),(,)( tzztvtuttdtgt τξξ ∈=&                                                  (1.14c) 
 
The problem (1.14) is accompanied with initial conditions )(),( 00 zvztv ii =  and kt ℜ∈= 00 )( ξξ . Initial value 
problems of the form (1.14) arise in electrical, thermal and hydraulic engineering (see for instance the model of 
combined heat and electricity generation in [29] and other models reported in [21] concerning lossless transmission 
lines with electrical circuits and turbines under waterhammer conditions). 
 
   If we define )()(1 ttx ξ=  and ))0,(),...,0,(()( 12 ′= tvtvtx p , then it can be shown that the state variables )(1 tx , 
)(2 tx  satisfy a system of coupled RFDEs and FDEs for 
1
,...,1
0 max
−
=
+≥ ipi att . Consequently, the asymptotic behaviour 
of system (1.14) is determined by the associated system of coupled RFDEs and FDEs. The discontinuous solutions 
generated by the associated system of coupled RFDEs and FDEs are important, since such solutions correspond to 
“weak” solutions of the problem (1.14). 
 
Finally, it should be noticed that recent contributions in the literature study systems of coupled RFDEs and FDEs of 
the form (1.1) per se (see [4,19,21,23,24,25,26,28,29]). 
 
    In this work we present sufficient Lyapunov-like conditions for (Uniform) Robust Global Asymptotic Output 
Stability (RGAOS) and (Uniform) Weighted Input-to-Output Stability (WIOS) for systems of the form (1.1).  Our 
results are based on the decomposition of system (1.1) as the feedback interconnection of a system described by 
RFDEs and a system described by FDEs. This particular viewpoint allows us to study the stability properties of 
(1.1) in great generality as well as to obtain a unified framework for a wide class of stability notions, including the 
notion of Input-to-State Stability (ISS). It should be emphasized that the introduction of the notion of ISS by E. D. 
Sontag in [30,31,32] for finite-dimensional systems described by ordinary differential equations, led to an 
exceptionally rich period of progress in mathematical systems and control theory. The notion of ISS was extended to 
the notion of Input-to-Output Stability (IOS) in [33,34,35] and to non-uniform in time notions of ISS and IOS in 
[13,14,15,16] (which extended the applicability of ISS to time-varying systems). It is our belief that the notions of ISS 
and IOS have become one of the most important conceptual tools for the development of nonlinear robust stability 
and control theory for a wide class of dynamical systems and consequently, one of the novelties of the present work 
is the study of ISS/IOS for system (1.1). 
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   The present work is structured as follows: in Section 2, we provide some preliminary results on existence and 
uniqueness of solutions of (1.1), which allow us to consider system (1.1) as a control system with a robust equilibrium 
point, in the sense described in [15]. In Section 3, we present a stability result, which is based on the Small-Gain 
Theorem given in [17]. The result relies on the notion of (Uniform) Weight Input-to-Output Stability for control 
systems with outputs. Sufficient Lyapunov-like and Razumikhin-like conditions are also presented. In Section 4, 
examples are presented where the stability results of Section 3 are utilized. Finally, in Section 5 we provide the 
concluding remarks of this work. 
 
 
Notations Throughout this paper we adopt the following notations:  
∗  For a vector nx ℜ∈  we denote by x  its usual Euclidean norm and by x′  its transpose. For a bounded function 
nrx ℜ→− ]0,[:  we define )(sup:
]0,[
θ
θ
xx
r
r −∈
= . For a matrix nmA ×ℜ∈  by A  we denote the induced norm of the 
matrix, i.e., { }1,;sup: =ℜ∈= xxAxA n . nnI ×ℜ∈  denotes the identity matrix. 
∗  Let ℜ⊆I  be an interval. By );(0 ΩIC , we denote the class of continuous functions on I , which take values in 
nℜ⊆Ω . By  );(1 ΩIC , we denote the class of functions on I  with continuous derivative, which take values in 
nℜ⊆Ω . By ( )Ω∞ ;IL  ( ( )Ω∞ ;IlocL ), we denote the class of measurable and (locally) bounded functions on I , which 
take values in nℜ⊆Ω . If nℜ⊆Ω  is a subspace of nℜ , ( )Ω∞ ;IL  ( ( )Ω∞ ;IlocL )  is a normed linear space with norm 
)(sup tx
It∈
, for ( )Ω∈ ∞ ;Ix L  ( ( )Ω∈ ∞ ;Ix locL ). 
∗  +ℜ  denotes the set of non-negative real numbers. 
∗  We denote by +K  the class of positive 0C  functions defined on +ℜ . We say that a function ++ ℜ→ℜ:ρ  is 
positive definite if 0)0( =ρ  and 0)( >sρ  for all 0>s . We say that a function ++ ℜ→ℜ:ρ  is of class N , if ρ  
is non-decreasing with 0)0( =ρ . By K  we denote the set of positive definite, increasing and continuous functions. 
We say that a positive definite, increasing and continuous function ++ ℜ→ℜ:ρ  is of class ∞K  if 
+∞=+∞→ )(lim ss ρ . By KL  we denote the set of all continuous functions 
+++ ℜ→ℜ×ℜ= :),( tsσσ  with the 
properties: (i) for each 0≥t  the mapping ),( t⋅σ  is of class K  ; (ii) for each 0≥s , the mapping ),( ⋅sσ  is non-
increasing with 0),(lim =+∞→ tst σ .  
∗  Let nbrax ℜ→− ),[:  with −∞>> ab  and 0>r . By xtTr )(  we denote the “ r -history” of x  at time ),[ bat∈ , 
i.e., ]0,[;)(:)( rtxxtTr −∈+= θθ .  
∗  By Y , we denote the norm of the normed linear space Y . 
 
 
2. Preliminary Results for Control Systems Described by Coupled RFDEs and FDEs 
 
In this section we provide some fundamental results that allow us to consider system (1.1) under hypotheses (P1-5) as 
a control system with a robust equilibrium point in the sense described in [15]. We start with an existence-
uniqueness-continuation theorem for the solution of (1.1). We say that a mapping nbax ℜ→),[:  with 
+∞≤<<−∞ ba  is absolutely continuous on ),[ ba  if for every ),( bac∈  the mapping nbax ℜ→),[:  is absolutely 
continuous on ],[ ca . 
 
Theorem 2.1: Consider system (1.1) under hypotheses (P1-4). Then for every 00 ≥t , ( ) ( )21 ];0,[];0,[),( 2102010 nn rrCxx ℜ−×ℜ−∈ ∞L , ( )Dd loc ;+∞ ℜ∈L , ( )Uu loc ;+∞ ℜ∈L  there exists ],( 0max +∞∈ tt  and a 
unique pair of mappings ( )1);,[ max1001 ntrtCx ℜ−∈ , ( )2);,[ max202 nloc trtx ℜ−∈ ∞L   with 1010 )(1 xxtTr = , 
2020 )(2 xxtTr = , ( )1);,[ max1001 ntrtCx ℜ−∈  being absolutely continuous on ),[ max0 tt  such that (1.1a) holds a.e. 
for ),[ max0 ttt∈  and (1.1b) holds for all ),( max0 ttt∈ . In addition, if +∞<maxt  then for every 0>M  there exists 
),[ max0 ttt∈  with MxtT rr >11 1)( .   
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Theorem 2.1 guarantees that ],( 0max +∞∈ tt  is the maximal existence time for the solution of (1.1). The idea behind 
the proof of Theorem 2.1 is the method of steps, used already in [21,25].  
 
Proof of Theorem 2.1: Let 00 ≥t , ( ) ( )21 ];0,[];0,[),( 2102010 nn rrCxx ℜ−×ℜ−∈ ∞L , ( )Dd loc ;+∞ ℜ∈L , ( )Uu loc ;+∞ ℜ∈L  (arbitrary). Define { }( )]1,0[:)(min;1min: 0 ∈+= ssth τ . Notice that by virtue of definition of 
0>h , it holds that 0)( ttt ≤−τ  for all ],[ 00 httt +∈ . By virtue of Theorem 2.1 in [6] (and its extension for 
Caratheodory conditions in page 58 of the same book) there exists ],0( h∈δ  and ( )1);,[ 01001 ntrtCx ℜ+−∈ δ  with 
1010 )(1 xxtTr = , being absolutely continuous on ),[ 00 δ+tt  such that the differential equation 
))(,))((,)(),(,()( 2)(111 21 tuxttTxtTtdtftx trr ττ −= −&  is satisfied a.e. for ),[ 00 δ+∈ ttt . Moreover, hypothesis (P4) 
guarantees that the mapping ( )1);,[ 01001 ntrtCx ℜ+−∈ δ  is unique (see [14,18]).  There exist two cases for the 
mapping ( )1);,[ 01001 ntrtCx ℜ+−∈ δ : 
a) if h<δ  then for every 0>M  there exists ),[ 00 δ+∈ ttt  with MxtT rr >11 1)( . 
b) if 
1
1 1)( rr xtT  is bounded for all ),[ 00 δ+∈ ttt  then the mapping ( )1);,[ 01001 ntrtCx ℜ+−∈ δ  can be 
extended continuously in a unique way on ],[ 010 htrt +− .  
 
Next we consider the FDE ))(,))((,)(),(,()( 2)(122 21 tuxttTxtTtdtftx trr ττ −= − . By virtue of hypotheses (P2), (P3) 
there exists a unique mapping ( )2);,[ 0202 nloc trtx ℜ+−∈ ∞ δL  with 2020 )(2 xxtTr =  such that the FDE 
))(,))((,)(),(,()( 2)(122 21 tuxttTxtTtdtftx trr ττ −= −  is satisfied for all ),( 00 δ+∈ ttt . Moreover, if 
1
1 1)( rr xtT  is 
bounded for all ),[ 00 δ+∈ ttt  and the mapping ( )1);,[ 01001 ntrtCx ℜ+−∈ δ  can be extended continuously in a 
unique way on ],[ 010 htrt +−  then similarly ( )2);,[ 0202 ntrtx ℜ+−∈ ∞ δL  can be extended on ],[ 020 htrt +−  
(notice that hypothesis (P2) implies that 2x  is bounded as long as 1x  is bounded). 
 
If case (a) holds then define δ+= 0max tt  and the proof is complete. If case (b) holds all arguments can be repeated 
with ht +0  in place of 0t (next step). We continue the same procedure of construction of the solution step-by-step. 
The procedure may be stopped after some steps (if case (a) is encountered) or may be continued indefinitely (if case 
(a) is never encountered). In the latter case for each step i  we obtain a pair of mappings ( )1];,[ 11001 nitrtCx ℜ−∈ + , ( )2];,[ 1202 nitrtx ℜ−∈ +∞L   with 1010 )(1 xxtTr = , 2020 )(2 xxtTr = , ( )1];,[ 11001 nitrtCx ℜ−∈ +  being absolutely 
continuous on ],[ 10 +itt , such that (1.1a) holds a.e. for ],[ 10 +∈ ittt  and (1.1b) holds for all ],( 10 +∈ ittt , where the 
sequence { }∞=0iit  satisfies { }( )]1,0[:)(min;1min1 ∈++=+ ssttt iii τ  for all ,...2,1,0=i . Notice that the sequence 
{ }∞=0iit  is increasing and consequently ii tt suplim = . The assumption that +∞<== ii ttL suplim  implies that 
μ+≥+ ii tt 1 , where { }( )]1,0[:)(min;1min +∈= Lssτμ  for all ,...2,1,0=i , which gives the contradiction 
μ)1(0 −+≥ itti  for all ,...2,1=i . It follows that +∞== ii tt suplim .  
 
The proof is complete.             <  
 
 
Remark 2.2: According to Theorem 2.1 above, Definition 2.1 in [15] and Definition 2.4 in [15], system (1.1) under 
hypotheses (P1-5) is a control system ),,,,,(: HMM DU πφYX,=Σ  with outputs that satisfies the BIC property with 
state space ( ) ( )21 ];0,[];0,[ 210 nn rrC ℜ−×ℜ−= ∞LX , output space Y , set of allowable control inputs ( )UM locU ;+∞ ℜ=L , set of allowable disturbances ( )DM locD ;+∞ ℜ=L  and set of sampling times 
),[),,,( max000 ttduxt =π , where 0max tt >  is the maximal existence time of the solution. Moreover, if a finite escape 
time occurs then the component 1x  of the solution of (1.1) must be unbounded (but 2x  may or may not be 
unbounded). 
 
The following theorem guarantees that ( ) ( )21 ];0,[];0,[)0,0( 210 nn rrC ℜ−×ℜ−∈ ∞L  is a robust equilibrium point from 
the input u  (in the sense of Definition 2.6 in [15]) for system (1.1) under hypotheses (P1-4). 
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Theorem 2.3: Consider system (1.1) under hypotheses (P1-4). Then for every 0>ε , +ℜ∈hT ,  there exists 
0),,(: >= hTεδδ  such that for all ( ) ( )21 ];0,[];0,[],0[),,( 21020100 nn rrCTxxt ℜ−×ℜ−×∈ ∞L , ( ) ( )DUdu locloc ;;),( +∞+∞ ℜ×ℜ∈ LL  with δ<++ ≥ )(sup02010 21 tuxx trr  there exists ],( 0max +∞+∈ htt  and a unique 
pair of mappings ( )1);,[ max1001 ntrtCx ℜ−∈ , ( )2);,[ max202 nloc trtx ℜ−∈ ∞L   with 1010 )(1 xxtTr = , 2020 )(2 xxtTr = , ( )1);,[ max1001 ntrtCx ℜ−∈  being absolutely continuous on ),[ max0 tt , such that (1.1a) holds a.e. for ),[ max0 ttt∈ , 
(1.1b) holds for all ),( max0 ttt∈  and 
 
ε<⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ +∈+ ],[;)()(sup 0021
2
2
1
1
htttxtTxtT
rrrr
                                          (2.1) 
 
Proof: The proof of Theorem 2.3 relies on the following fact, which is proved at the Appendix. 
 
Fact I: For every 0>ε , +ℜ∈T  there exists 0),(~:~ >= Tεδδ  such that for all ( ) ( )21 ];0,[];0,[],0[),,( 21020100 nn rrCTxxt ℜ−×ℜ−×∈ ∞L , ( ) ( )DUdu locloc ;;),( +∞+∞ ℜ×ℜ∈ LL  with 
δ~)(sup
0
2010
21
<++
≥
tuxx
t
rr  there exists ],( 0max +∞+∈ htt  where { }( )]1,0[:)(min;1min)(: +∈== TssThh τ  
and a unique pair of mappings ( )1);,[ max1001 ntrtCx ℜ−∈ , ( )2);,[ max202 nloc trtx ℜ−∈ ∞L   with 1010 )(1 xxtTr = , 
2020 )(2 xxtTr =  such that (1.1a) holds a.e. for ),[ max0 ttt∈ , (1.1b) holds for all ),( max0 ttt∈  and (2.1) holds. 
 
Next consider the sequence ∞=0}{ iiT  which is generated by the recursive relation: 
 { }( )]1,0[:)(min;1min1 +∈+=+ iii TssTT τ , ,...2,1,0=i  with 00 ≥= TT                              (2.2) 
 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 it can be shown (by contradiction) that +∞== ii TT suplim  for all 00 ≥T . 
Consequently, given arbitrary +ℜ∈hT , , there exists non-negative integer ),( hTl  such that the sequence ∞=0}{ iiT  
defined by (2.2) with initial condition TT =0 , satisfies hTTi +≥  for all ),( hTli ≥ . The following fact exploits the 
properties of the sequence ∞=0}{ iiT  defined by (2.2). 
 
Fact II: For every 0>ε , +ℜ∈T , i  non-negative integer, there exists 0),(: >= Tii εδδ  such that for all ( ) ( )21 ];0,[];0,[],0[),,( 21020100 nn rrCTxxt ℜ−×ℜ−×∈ ∞L , ( ) ( )DUdu locloc ;;),( +∞+∞ ℜ×ℜ∈ LL  with 
i
t
rr tuxx δ<++ ≥ )(sup02010 21  there exists ],( 0max +∞+∈ htt , where TTThh i −== +1)(: , 
∞=0}{ iiT  is the sequence 
that satisfies (2.2), and a unique pair of mappings ( )1);,[ max1001 ntrtCx ℜ−∈ , ( )2);,[ max202 nloc trtx ℜ−∈ ∞L   with 
1010 )(1 xxtTr = , 2020 )(2 xxtTr =  such that (1.1a) holds a.e. for ),[ max0 ttt∈ , (1.1b) holds for all ),( max0 ttt∈  and 
(2.1) holds. 
 
The proof of Fact II will be made by induction. By virtue of Fact I it is clear that Fact II holds for 0=i . Suppose that 
Fact II holds for certain non-negative integer i . Let 0>ε , +ℜ∈T  and define: 
 
0),(~
2
1;),,(~
2
1;),(min:),( 111 >⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛= +++ iiiii TTTTT εδεδδεδεδ                                          (2.3) 
 
Next consider the solution ( )1);,[ max1001 ntrtCx ℜ−∈ , ( )2);,[ max202 nloc trtx ℜ−∈ ∞L   of (1.1) with 1010 )(1 xxtTr = , 
2020 )(2 xxtTr =  corresponding to inputs ( ) ( )DUdu locloc ;;),( +∞+∞ ℜ×ℜ∈ LL  with 1
0
2010 )(sup
21
+≥
<++ i
t
rr tuxx δ . 
Since ii δδ ≤+1 , it follows from the assumption that Fact II holds for the non-negative integer i : 
 
ε<⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ −+∈+ + ],[;)()(sup 10021
2
2
1
1
TTtttxtTxtT irrrr                                    (2.4) 
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Moreover, since ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛≤ ++ TTT iii ),,(~2
1),( 11 εδδεδ , it follows from the assumption that Fact II holds for the non-
negative integer i : 
),(~
2
1)()( 1210110
2
2
1
1 +++ <−++−+ irirrir TxTTtTxTTtT εδ                              (2.5) 
Furthermore, since 1
0
2010 )(sup
21
+≥
<++ i
t
rr tuxx δ  and ),(
~
2
1),( 11 ++ ≤ ii TT εδεδ , we obtain that 
),(~
2
1)(sup 1
0
+≥
≤ i
t
Ttu εδ . Combining (2.5) and the previous inequality we get: 
),(~)(sup)()( 1
0
210110
2
2
1
1 +≥++
<+−++−+ i
tr
irrir
TtuxTTtTxTTtT εδ                              (2.6) 
Notice that since ],0[0 Tt ∈ , we obtain that ],0[ 110 ++ ∈−+ ii TTTt . The solution ( )1);,[ max1001 ntrtCx ℜ−∈ , ( )2);,[ max202 nloc trtx ℜ−∈ ∞L   of (1.1) with 1010 )(1 xxtTr = , 2020 )(2 xxtTr =  corresponding to inputs ( ) ( )DUdu locloc ;;),( +∞+∞ ℜ×ℜ∈ LL  with 1
0
2010 )(sup
21
+≥
<++ i
t
rr tuxx δ  coincides for TTtt i −+≥ +10  with the 
solution ( )1);,[ max11001 ni trTTtCx ℜ−−+∈ + , ( )2);,[ max2102 niloc trTTtx ℜ−−+∈ +∞L   of (1.1) with initial condition  
))(,)(( 210110 21 xTTtTxTTtT irir −+−+ ++  corresponding to same inputs ( ) ( )DUdu locloc ;;),( +∞+∞ ℜ×ℜ∈ LL  satisfying 
(2.6). Using Fact I, in conjunction with (2.6), definition (2.2) and the fact that ],0[ 110 ++ ∈−+ ii TTTt , we obtain:  
ε<⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ −+−+∈+ ++ ],[;)()(sup 201021
2
2
1
1
TTtTTttxtTxtT iirrrr                             (2.7) 
 
Combining (2.4) with (2.7), we may conclude that Claim II holds for 1+i .  
 
By virtue of Fact II, it follows that Theorem 2.3 holds with 0),(:),,( ),( >= ThT hTl εδεδ , where ),( hTl  is the non-
negative integer with the property that the sequence ∞=0}{ iiT  defined by (2.2) with initial condition TT =0 , satisfies 
hTTi +≥  for all ),( hTli ≥ . The proof is complete.           <  
 
 
Remark 2.4: It should be emphasized that Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 guarantee that all stability results obtained in [13,15] 
for general control systems with the “Boundedness Implies Continuation” property (BIC property, see [15]) hold as 
well for system (1.1) under hypotheses (P1-5). This implication enables us to obtain the stability results of the 
following section.  
 
Remark 2.5: It is important to notice that Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 can be applied to systems described by FDEs of the 
form: 
0,)(,)(,)(
))(,))((),(,()( )(
≥∈∈ℜ∈
−= −
tUtuDtdtx
tuxttTtdtftx
n
tr ττ
                                                   (2.8) 
 
where lD ℜ⊆  is a non-empty set, mU ℜ⊆  is a non-empty set with U∈0 , 0>r , ( ) nn
t
UtrDtf ℜ→×ℜ+−××∪ ∞≥ ];0),([}{: 0 τL , under the following hypotheses: 
 
(Q1) The function ),0(: +∞→ℜ+τ  is continuous with rt
t
≤
≥
)(sup
0
τ . 
 
(Q2) There exist functions ∞∈Ka , +∈Kβ  such that 
( )utaxtTtauxtTdtf
trtrtr
)())(()(),))((,,(
)()()(
βτβτ τττ +⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −≤− −−− , for all ( ) UrDuxdt n ×ℜ−××ℜ∈ ∞+ ];0,[),,,( L .  
 
(Q3) For every ( )Dd loc ;+∞ ℜ∈L , ( )Uu loc ;+∞ ℜ∈L  and ( )nloc rx ℜ+∞−∈ ∞ );,[L  the mapping 
))(,))((),(,( )( tuxttTtdtft tr ττ −→ −  is measurable.  
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Indeed, system (2.8) can be embedded into the following system described by coupled RFDEs and FDEs: 
 
0,)(,)(,)(,)(
))(,))((),(,()(
0)(
)(
≥∈∈ℜ∈ℜ∈
−=
=
−
tUtuDtdtxt
tuxttTtdtftx
t
n
tr
ξ
τ
ξ
τ
&
                                                   (2.9) 
 
which is a system of the form (1.1) that satisfies hypotheses (P1-4). Consequently, Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 can be 
applied to system (2.9) and we obtain: 
 
Corollary 2.6: Consider system (2.8) under hypotheses (Q1-3). Then for every 00 ≥t , ( )nrx ℜ−∈ ∞ ];0,[0 L , ( ) ( )DUdu locloc ;;),( +∞+∞ ℜ×ℜ∈ LL  there exists a unique mapping ( )nloc rtx ℜ+∞−∈ ∞ );,[ 0L   with 00 )( xxtTr = , such 
that (2.8) holds for all 0tt > . Moreover, for every 0>ε , +ℜ∈hT ,  there exists 0),,(: >= hTεδδ  such that for all ( )nrTxt ℜ−×∈ ∞ ];0,[],0[),( 00 L , ( ) ( )DUdu locloc ;;),( +∞+∞ ℜ×ℜ∈ LL  with δ<+ ≥ )(sup00 tux tr  the solution )(tx  of 
(2.8) with initial condition 00 )( xxtTr = , corresponding to inputs ( ) ( )DUdu locloc ;;),( +∞+∞ ℜ×ℜ∈ LL  satisfies { } ε<+∈ ],[;)(sup 00 htttxtT rr . 
 
 
 
3. Stability Results 
 
In this section we present stability results for a wide class of systems described by coupled RFDEs and FDEs. 
Particularly, we consider the following class of systems described by coupled RFDEs and FDEs: 
 
)))))((,(),(,)(),(,()( 2)(2111 21 xttTtHtuxtTtdtftx trr ττ −= −&                                (3.1a) 
 
0,)(,)(,)(,)(
)))(,(),(,))((),(,()(
21
12
21
112)(22
≥∈∈ℜ∈ℜ∈
−= −
tDtdUtutxtx
xtTtHtuxttTtdtftx
nn
rtr ττ
                                (3.1b) 
 
Y∈= ))(,)(,()( 21 21 xtTxtTtHtY rr                                                                       (3.1c) 
 
where 0, 21 ≥rr , lD ℜ⊆  a non-empty set, mU ℜ⊆  a non-empty set with U∈0 , Y  is a normed linear space, ( ) 1101 1];0,[: SrCH n →ℜ−×ℜ+ , ( ) 2202 2];0),([}{: StrtH nt →ℜ+−×∪ ∞≥ τL , ( ) ( ) YL →ℜ−×ℜ−×ℜ ∞+ 21 ];0,[];0,[: 210 nn rrCH   are 
continuous mappings, 11
kS ℜ⊆ , 22 kS ℜ⊆  are sets with 10 S∈ , 20 S∈  and the mappings ( ) 11 2101 ];0,[: nn SUrCDf ℜ→××ℜ−××ℜ+ , ( ) 22 1202 ];0),([}{: nnloct SUtrDtf ℜ→××ℜ−−××∪ ∞≥ τL  are locally 
bounded mappings, which satisfy the following hypotheses: 
 
(R1) The function ),0(: +∞→ℜ+τ  is continuous with 2
0
)(sup rt
t
≤
≥
τ . 
(R2) For every ( )1; Sv loc +∞ ℜ∈L , ( )Dd loc ;+∞ ℜ∈L , ( )Uu loc ;+∞ ℜ∈L  and ( )2);,[ 22 nloc rx ℜ+∞−∈ ∞L  the mapping 
))(),(,))((),(,( 2)(2 2 tvtuxttTtdtft tr ττ −→ −  is measurable. 
 
(R3) The output map ( ) 1101 1];0,[: SrCH n →ℜ−×ℜ+ , is a continuous mapping that maps bounded sets of ( )1];0,[ 10 nrC ℜ−×ℜ+  into bounded sets of 1kℜ  with 0)0,(1 =tH  for all 0≥t . 
 
(R4) The mapping  ( ) 2202 2];0),([}{: StrtH nt →ℜ+−×∪ ∞≥ τL  is a continuous mapping that maps bounded subsets of ( )2];0),([}{ 20 nt trt ℜ+−×∪ ∞≥ τL  into bounded sets of 2kℜ  with 0)0,(2 =tH  for all 0≥t . Moreover, for every ( )2);,[ 22 nloc rx ℜ+∞−∈ ∞L  the mapping )))((,( 2)(2 2 xttTtHt tr ττ −→ −  is measurable. 
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(R5) There exist functions +∈Kβ , ∞∈Ka  such that 
( ) ( ) ( )vtautaxtavuxtTdtf
tr
tr )()()(sup)(,,))((,, 2
)](,[
2)(2
2
2
ββθβτ
τθτ
++⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛≤−
−−∈−
 for all 
( ) DSUrdvuxt n ×××ℜ−×ℜ∈ ∞+ 122 2];0,[),,,,( L  and ( ) ( ) ( )vtautaxtavuxdtf r )()()(),,,,( 11 βββ ++≤  for all 
DSUrCdvuxt n ×××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + 210 )];0,([),,,,( . 
 
(R6) The mapping ),,,,(),,,( 1 vuxdtfdvux →  is continuous for each fixed 0≥t  and such that for every bounded 
+ℜ⊆I  and for every bounded 210 );]0,([ SUrC n ××ℜ−⊂Ω , there exists a constant 0≥L  such that: 
 
( ) ( )
DdvuyvuxIt
yxLvuydtfvuxdtfyx
r
∈∀Ω×Ω∈∀∈∀
−≤−′−
−∈
,),,,,,(,
)()(max),,,,(),,,,()0()0( 2
]0,[
11
1
τττ  
 
(R7) There exists a countable set +ℜ⊂A , which is either finite or },...,1;{ ∞== ktA k  with 01 >>+ kk tt  for all 
,...2,1=k  and +∞=ktlim , such that mapping 
),,,,()];0,([)\(),,,,( 12
0 vuxdtfDSUrCAdvuxt n →×××ℜ−×ℜ∈ +  is continuous. Moreover, for each fixed 
DSUrCdvuxt n ×××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + 200 )];0,([),,,,( , we have ),,,,(),,,,(lim 011
0
vuxdtfvuxdtf
tt
=+→ . 
 
(R8) The mapping ( ) ( ) YL →ℜ−×ℜ−×ℜ ∞+ 21 ];0,[];0,[: 210 nn rrCH  is continuous with 0)0,0,( =tH  for all 0≥t . 
Moreover, the image set )(ΩH  is bounded for each bounded set ( ) ( )21 ];0,[];0,[ 210 nn rrC ℜ−×ℜ−×ℜ⊂Ω ∞+ L . 
 
 
By virtue of Lemma 3.2 in [13] and Lemma 1 (page 4) in [3], it follows that system (3.1) under hypotheses (R1-8) is a 
system of the form (1.1) which satisfies hypotheses (P1-5). However, it should be emphasized that not every system 
of the form (1.1) can be expressed in the form (3.1).    
 
 
Next, we consider the following systems: 
 
0,)(,))(),((,)(,)(
))(,()(
))(),(,)(),(,()(
21111
111
1111
1
1
1
≥∈×∈∈ℜ∈
=
=
tDtdSUtvtuStYtx
xtTtHtY
tvtuxtTtdtftx
n
r
r&
                                  (3.2) 
 
which is a system described by RFDEs and the following system described by FDEs: 
 
0,)(,))(),((,)(,)(
)))((,()(
))(),(,))((),(,()(
12222
2)(22
22)(22
2
2
2
≥∈×∈∈ℜ∈
−=
−=
−
−
tDtdSUtvtuStYtx
xttTtHtY
tvtuxttTtdtftx
n
tr
tr
τ
τ
τ
τ
                                (3.3) 
 
The following things can be remarked for systems (3.2), (3.3): 
 
∗  The theory of retarded functional differential equations guarantees that under hypotheses (R3-7), for each 
);]0,([),( 11
0
100
nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ +  and for each triple of measurable and locally bounded inputs ( )21 ; Sv loc +∞ ℜ∈L , ( )Dd loc ;+∞ ℜ∈L , ( )Uu loc ;+∞ ℜ∈L  there exists a unique absolutely continuous mapping )(1 tx  that satisfies a.e. the 
differential equation (3.2) with initial condition );]0,([)( 1
1 1
0
1010
n
r rCxxtT ℜ−∈=  (see [18]). Moreover, Theorem 
3.2 in [6] (page 46) guarantees that (3.2) is a control system ),,,,,);]0,([(: 11
0
1 2
11 HMMrC DSU
kn πφ×ℜℜ−=Σ ,  
with outputs that satisfies the Boundedness Implies Continuation property with DSU MM ,2×  the sets of all 
measurable and locally bounded mappings 2:),( SUvu ×→ℜ+ , Dd →ℜ+: , respectively (in the sense described in 
[15]). Furthermore, the classical semigroup property is satisfied for this system, i.e., we have 
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),[),,,( max000 ttduxt =π , where 0max tt >  is the maximal existence time of the solution. Finally, hypotheses (R3-7) 
guarantee that );]0,([0 11
0 nrC ℜ−∈  is a robust equilibrium point from the input 
2
),( SUMvu ×∈  for 1Σ . 
 
∗  Hypotheses (R1-5) guarantee that for each X×ℜ∈ +),( 200 xt   with ( )2];0,[ 2 nr ℜ−= ∞L:X  and for each triple ( )12 ; Sv loc +∞ ℜ∈L , ( )Dd loc ;+∞ ℜ∈L , ( )Uu loc ;+∞ ℜ∈L  there exists a unique measurable and locally bounded mapping 
)(2 tx  that satisfies the difference equations (3.3) for all 0tt >  with initial condition ]0,[;)()( 22002 rxtx −∈=+ θθθ . 
Consequently, (3.3) describes a control system ),,,,,(: 22 1
2 HMM DSU
k πφ×ℜ=Σ X,  with outputs, 1SUM ×  being the 
set of all measurable and locally bounded functions 1:),( SUvu ×→ℜ+  and DM  being the set of all measurable and 
locally bounded functions Dd →ℜ+:  (in the sense described in [15]).  Furthermore, Remark 2.5 and Corollary 2.6 
show that system (3.3) is Robustly Forward Complete from the input 
1
),( SUMvu ×∈  and that X∈0  is a robust 
equilibrium point from the input 
1
),( SUMvu ×∈  for system (3.3) in the sense described in [15]. Finally, notice that the 
classical semigroup property is satisfied for system (3.3), i.e., we have ),[),,,( 0200 +∞= tduxtπ .  
 
 
   Systems (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) are related in the following way: it can be said that system (3.1) is the feedback 
interconnection of subsystems (3.2) and (3.3), in the sense described in [15].  Picture 1 presents schematically the 
interconnection of subsystems (3.2) and (3.3) that produces the composite system (3.1).  
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: System (3.1) regarded as the feedback interconnection of subsystem (3.2) described by RFDEs  
and subsystem (3.3) described by FDEs 
 
 
 
   We are now in a position to present our main result, which is a direct of consequence of the Small-Gain Theorem 
presented in [17]. The definition of the (Uniform) Weighted Input-to-Output Stability ((U)WIOS) property is given in 
the Appendix for reader’s convenience (see also [17]). 
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Theorem 3.1: Consider system (3.1) under hypotheses (R1-8) and assume that: 
 
(H1) Subsystem (3.2) satisfies the WIOS property from the inputs 1v  and u . Particularly, there exist functions 
KL∈1σ , +∈Kqc uu 111111 ,,,,, δδμβ , N∈uu ppa 11111 ,,,,γγ ,  such that the following estimate holds for all 
);();]0,([)),,(,,( 21
0
1100
1 DUSrCduvxt loc
n ××ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +∞+ L  and 0tt ≥  for the solution )(1 tx  of (3.2) with 
initial condition 1010 )(1 xxtTr =  corresponding to inputs );(),,( 21 DUSduv loc ××ℜ∈ +∞L : 
 ( ) ( ) ( ))()(sup)()(sup,)())(,( 1111101001111
00
11
ττδγττδγβσ
ττ
uvttxtxtTtH uu
tttt
rr ≤≤≤≤
++−≤                 (3.4) 
 ( ) ( ) ( )⎪⎭⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩⎪⎨⎧ −≤ ≤≤≤≤ )()(sup,)(sup,,)(,)(max)()( 1111101010111 00111 τττμβ ττ uqpvpxatcttxtTt uuttttrrr                (3.5) 
 
(H2) Subsystem (3.3) satisfies the WIOS property from the inputs 2v  and u . Particularly, there exist functions 
KL∈2σ , +∈Kqc uu 222222 ,,,,, δδμβ , N∈uu ppa 22222 ,,,,γγ , such that the following estimate holds for all ( ) );(];0,[)),,(,,( 122200 2 DUSrduvxt locn ××ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +∞∞+ LL  and 0tt ≥  for the solution )(2 tx  of (3.3) with 
initial condition 2020 )(2 xxtTr =  corresponding to inputs );(),,( 12 DUSduv loc ××ℜ∈ +∞L :  
 ( ) ( ) ( ))()(sup)()(sup,)()))((,( 222220200222)(2
00
22
sussvsttxtxttTtH uu
tsttst
rtr δγδγβσττ ≤≤≤≤− ++−≤−        (3.6) 
 ( ) ( ) ( )⎪⎭⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩⎪⎨⎧ −≤ ≤≤≤≤ )()(sup,)(sup,,)(,)(max)()( 2222202020222 00222 susqpsvpxatcttxtTt uutsttstrrr μβ          (3.7) 
 
(H3) There exist functions ∞∈Kρ , N∈a  and a constant 0>M  such that one of the following conditions holds for 
all 0, ≥st  and ( )21 ];0,[);]0,([),( 21021 nn rrCxxx ℜ−×ℜ−∈= ∞L :  
 
Mt ≤)(1δ                                                                            (3.8a) 
 
ssgtg
t
≤⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
∈
)(max)( 2
],0[
211 θδδ θ                                                           (3.8b) ( )( ))))((,()(),(),,( 2)(2111121 2 xtTtHtxtHaxxtH tr τδγ τ −+≤ −Y                                  (3.8c) 
or 
Mt ≤)(2δ                                                                            (3.9a) 
 
ssgtg
t
≤⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
∈
)(max)( 1
],0[
122 θδδ θ                                                           (3.9b) 
( )( )),()()))((,(),,( 11222)(221 2 xtHtxtTtHaxxtH tr δγττ +−≤ −Y                            (3.9c) 
 
where ( ))()(:)( sssg iii γργ += , 2,1=i .  
 
Then there exists a function N∈γ  such that system (3.1) satisfies the WIOS property from the input UMu∈  with 
gain N∈γ  and weight +∈Kδ , where 
 
)}(,)(),(),(max{:)( 2121 tqtqttt
uuuu δδδ =                                                       (3.10) 
 
Moreover, if +∈Kcc 212121 ,,,,, δδββ  are bounded then system (3.1) satisfies the UWIOS property from the input 
UMu∈  with gain N∈γ  and weight +∈Kδ . 
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Remark 3.2:  
(a) It should be clear that Theorem 3.1 gives sufficient conditions (but not necessary) for the WIOS property for 
system (3.1). The main advantage of Theorem 3.1 is that the stability properties for system (3.1) can be 
verified by studying the stability properties of subsystems (3.2) and (3.3), which are simpler systems.  
(b) When N∈1γ  or N∈2γ  is identically zero, it follows that (3.8b) and (3.9b) are automatically satisfied. On 
the other hand, if sKs ii =)(γ  for certain constants 0≥iK  ( 2,1=i ) then hypothesis (3.8b) (or (3.9b)) is 
satisfied if 1)(max)(sup 2
],0[
1
0
21 <⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
∈≥
τδδ τ tt tKK  (or 1)(max)(sup 1],0[2021 <⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
∈≥
τδδ τ tt tKK ). 
 
In what follows, we present sufficient conditions so that subsystems (3.2) and (3.3) satisfy assumptions (H1) and (H2) 
of Theorem 3.1. The following theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.6 in [18] and gives Lyapunov-like 
sufficient conditions that guarantee assumption (H1) for subsystem (3.1). Its proof can be found in the Appendix. We 
notice that for a functional ( ) ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ+ nrCV ;]0,[: 0 , the generalized derivative in the direction nv ℜ∈  is 
defined by  
 
h
xtVhyvxEhtV
vxtV h
rCyy
h
n
),());(,(
suplim:);,(
)];0,([,0
0
0
0
−++=
ℜ−∈→
→ +
                                      (3.11) 
 
where );( vxEh  with rh <≤0 , denotes the following operator:  
 
⎩⎨
⎧
−≤≤−+
≤<−++=
hrforhx
hforvhx
vxEh θθ
θθ
)(
0)()0(
:);(                                                  (3.12) 
 
Moreover, a continuous functional ++ ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ )];0,([: 0 nrCV  is “almost Lipschitz on bounded sets”, if there 
exist non-decreasing functions ++ ℜ→ℜ:M , ++ ℜ→ℜ:P , ),1[: +∞→ℜ+G  such that for all 0≥R , the 
following properties hold:  
 
(1) For every { }RxrCxyx rn ≤ℜ−∈∈ ;)];0,([, 0 , it holds that: rxyRMxtVytV −≤− )(),(),( , ],0[ Rt∈∀  
 
(2) For every absolutely continuous function nrx ℜ→− ]0,[:  with Rx r ≤  and essentially bounded derivative, it 
holds that: 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +≤−+
≤≤−
)(sup1)(),(),(
0
τ
τ
xRhPxtVxhtV
r
& , for all ],0[ Rt∈  and 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +
≤≤
≤≤−
)(sup
10
0
τ
τ
xRG
h
r
&
 
 
More details for “almost Lipschitz on bounded sets” functionals, as well as for the generalized derivative (3.11), are 
provided in [18]. 
 
Theorem 3.3 (Lyapunov-like sufficient conditions for hypothesis (H1)): Consider system (3.2) under hypotheses 
(R3-7) and suppose that there exist a Lyapunov functional ++ ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ )];0,([: 110 nrCV , which is almost 
Lipschitz on bounded sets, functions 2a  of class ∞K , uζζ ,  of class N , u11 ,, δδβ  of class +K  and a continuous 
positive definite function ++ ℜ→ℜ:ρ   such that: 
 ( )
1
121 )(),( rxtaxtV β≤ , )];0,([),( 1101 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ +                                          (3.13) 
 
( )),()),,,,(;,( 111110 xtVvuxdtfxtV ρ−≤ , 
for all DSUrCdvuxt n ×××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + 21011 )];0,([),,,,( 1  with ( ) ( ){ } ),()(;)(max 1111 xtVutvt uu ≤δζδζ     (3.14) 
 
Moreover, suppose that there exist functions pa ,1  of class ∞K , μ  of class +K  and a constant 0≥R  such that one 
of the following inequalities holds: 
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( ) ),(),( 1111 xtVxtHa ≤ , )];0,([),( 1101 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ +                            (3.15a) 
or ( ) RxtVxtp +≤ ),()0()( 11μ , )];0,([),( 1101 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ +                             (3.15b) 
If  
∗  (3.15a) holds and there exist functions +∈Kc φμ ,, 11 , N∈uppg 111 ,, ,  such that for every 
);();]0,([)),,(,,( 21
0
1100
1 DUSrCduvxt loc
n ××ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +∞+ L  the solution )(1 tx  of (3.2) with initial condition 
1010 )(1 xxtTr =  corresponding to inputs );(),,( 21 DUSduv loc ××ℜ∈ +∞L  exists for all 0tt ≥  and satisfies the 
following estimate:  ( ) ( ) ( )⎪⎭⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩⎪⎨⎧ −≤ ≤≤≤≤ )()(sup,)(sup,,)(,)(max)()( 111110101011 00111 ττδτμφ ττ upvpxgtcttxtTt uuttttrrr          (3.16) 
 
then there exists a function KL∈1σ , such that estimate (3.4) holds with )()(1 tt ββ ≡ , ( ))(:)( 111 sas ζγ −= , ( ))(:)( 111 sas uu ζγ −=   for all );();]0,([)),,(,,( 2101100 1 DUSrCduvxt locn ××ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +∞+ L  and 0tt ≥  for the 
solution )(1 tx  of (3.2) with initial condition 1010 )(1 xxtTr =  corresponding to inputs 
);(),,( 21 DUSduv loc ××ℜ∈ +∞L . 
 
∗  (3.15b) holds and 1)(1 ≡tδ  then for every );();]0,([)),,(,,( 2101100 1 DUSrCduvxt locn ××ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +∞+ L  the 
solution )(1 tx  of (3.2) with initial condition 1010 )(1 xxtTr =  corresponding to inputs 
);(),,( 21 DUSduv loc ××ℜ∈ +∞L  exists for all 0tt ≥ . Furthermore, for every +∈Kφ  there exist 
functions +∈Kc11,μ , N∈uppg 111 ,, ,  such that (3.16) holds for all 0tt ≥ . Moreover, if +∈Kφ  is bounded and 
there exists constant 0>L  such that: 
L
t
t ≤+
)(
1)( μβ , 0≥∀t                                                                    (3.17) 
then the function +∈Kc1  is bounded. 
 
Remark 3.4: It should be emphasized that the main results in [18] show that the existence of a Lyapunov functional 
++ ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ )];0,([: 110 nrCV  satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 is a necessary and sufficient condition 
for Hypothesis (H1) of Theorem 3.1.  
 
The following proposition is a direct consequence of Proposition 5.3 in [18] and provides Razumikhin sufficient 
conditions that guarantee assumption (H1) for subsystem (3.2). Its proof can be found in the Appendix. Notice that if 
ℜ→ℜ×+∞− 1),[: 1 nrV  is a locally Lipschitz mapping and 11),,( 1 nnvxt ℜ×ℜ×ℜ∈ + , we may define the 
generalized Dini derivative in the direction 1nv ℜ∈  by the following relation: 
 
h
xtVhvxhtV
vxtVD
h
),(),(
suplim:);,( 11
0
1
−++=
+→
+                                                   (3.18) 
 
 
Proposition 3.5 (Razumikhin-like sufficient conditions for hypothesis (H1)): Consider system (3.2) under 
hypotheses (R3-7) and suppose that there exist a locally Lipschitz function 
+ℜ→ℜ×+∞− 1),[: 1 nrV , functions 
aaa ,, 21  of class ∞K  with ssa <)(  for all 0>s , uζζ ,  of class N , u11 ,, δδβ   of class +K  and a positive definite 
function ρ  such that: 
))((),( 1211 xtaxrtV β≤− , 1),( 1 nxt ℜ×ℜ∈∀ +                                             (3.19) 
 
( )))0(,()),,,,();0(,( 11111 xtVvuxdtfxtVD ρ−≤+ , 
for all DSUrCdvuxt n ×××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + 21011 )];0,([),,,,( 1  with 
 ( ) ( ) ))0(,())(,(sup,)(,)(max 11
]0,[
111
1
xtVxtVautvt
r
uu ≤⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +
−∈
θθδζδζ
θ
                           (3.20) 
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Moreover, suppose that there exist functions pa ,1  of class ∞K , μ  of class +K  and a constant 0≥R  such that one 
of the following inequalities holds: 
 ( ) ))(,(sup),( 1
]0,[
11
1
θθ
θ
xtVxtHa
r
+≤
−∈
, );]0,([),( 11
0
1
nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ +                        (3.21a) 
or 
 ( ) RxrtVxtp +−≤ ),()( 111μ , 1),( 1 nxt ℜ×ℜ∈∀ +                                            (3.21b) 
If  
∗  (3.21a) holds and there exist functions +∈Kc φμ ,, 11 , N∈uppg 111 ,, , such that for every 
);();]0,([)),,(,,( 21
0
1100
1 DUSrCduvxt loc
n ××ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +∞+ L  the solution )(1 tx  of (3.2) with initial condition 
1010 )(1 xxtTr =  corresponding to inputs );(),,( 21 DUSduv loc ××ℜ∈ +∞L  exists for all 0tt ≥  and satisfies (3.16),  
then there exists a function KL∈1σ , such that estimate (3.4) holds with )(max:)(
10
1 τββ τ rtt +≤≤= , ( ))(:)( 111 sas ζγ −= , ( ))(:)( 111 sas uu ζγ −=   for all );();]0,([)),,(,,( 2101100 1 DUSrCduvxt locn ××ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +∞+ L  and 0tt ≥  for the 
solution )(1 tx  of (3.2) with initial condition 1010 )(1 xxtTr =  corresponding to inputs 
);(),,( 21 DUSduv loc ××ℜ∈ +∞L . 
 
∗  (3.21b) holds and 1)(1 ≡tδ  then for every );();]0,([)),,(,,( 2101100 1 DUSrCduvxt locn ××ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +∞+ L  the 
solution )(1 tx  of (3.2) with initial condition 1010 )(1 xxtTr =  corresponding to inputs 
);(),,( 21 DUSduv loc ××ℜ∈ +∞L  exists for all 0tt ≥ . Furthermore, for every +∈Kφ  there exist 
functions +∈Kc11,μ , N∈uppg 111 ,, ,  such that (3.16) holds for all 0tt ≥ . Moreover, if +∈Kφ  is bounded and 
there exists a constant 0>L  such that (3.17) holds then the function +∈Kc1  is bounded. 
 
 
Next sufficient Lyapunov-like conditions for hypothesis (H2) of Theorem 3.1 are presented. The proof of the 
following theorem can be found at the Appendix. 
 
Theorem 3.6 (Lyapunov-like sufficient conditions for hypothesis (H2)): Consider system (3.3) under hypotheses 
(R1-5) and suppose that there exist a Lyapunov functional +∞+ ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ )];0,([: 22 nrV L , functions 2a  of class 
∞K , uζζ ,  of class N , u22 ,, δδβ  of class +K  and a continuous positive definite function ++ ℜ→ℜ:ρ   such 
that: ( )
2
222 )(),( rxtaxtV β≤ , )];0,([),( 222 nrxt ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ ∞+ L                                     (3.22) 
 
( ) ( ) ( )⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧≤+ +≤≤+≤≤ )()(sup,)()(sup,,),(max)),,;,(,( 222222 ττδζττδζσ ττ uvhxtVvudxtGhtV uuhtthtth , 
for all DSU
n MMMrdvuxt ×××ℜ−×ℜ∈ ∞+
1
2 )];0,([),,,,( 222 L  and )](,0( tgh∈                      (3.23) 
 
where 
 
⎩⎨
⎧
−∈++=−
−−∈+=
− ]0,(,;))(),(,))((),(,(
],[,)(
),,;,(
22)(2
22
22
2
hhtssvsuxsTsdsf
hrhx
vudxtG
sr
h θθτ
θθ
τ
             (3.24) 
 { })(min,1min)(
1
stg
tst
τ+≤≤=                                                                        (3.25) 
and KL∈σ  is the function that satisfies  
 
( )),(),( tsts
t
σρσ −=∂
∂  for all 0, ≥st                                                (3.26a) 
  
ss =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s                                                               (3.26b) 
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Moreover, suppose that there exist functions pa ,1  of class ∞K , μ  of class +K  and a constant 0≥R  such that one 
of the following inequalities holds: 
 ( )( ) ),())((, 22)(21 2 xtVxtTtHa tr ≤−− ττ , )];0,([),( 222 nrxt ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ ∞+ L                            (3.27a) 
or ( ) RxtVxtp +≤ ),()0()( 22μ , )];0,([),( 222 nrxt ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ ∞+ L                                   (3.27b) 
If  
∗  (3.27a) holds then there exists a function KL∈2σ , such that estimate (3.6) holds with )()(2 tt ββ ≡ , 
( ))(:)( 112 sas ζγ −= , ( ))(:)( 112 sas uu ζγ −=   for all );()];0,([)),,(,,( 122200 2 DUSrduvxt locn ××ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +∞∞+ LL  
and 0tt ≥  for the solution )(2 tx  of (3.3) with initial condition 2020 )(2 xxtTr =  corresponding to inputs 
);(),,( 12 DUSduv loc ××ℜ∈ +∞L . 
 
∗  (3.27b) holds and 1)(2 ≡tδ  then for every +∈Kφ  there exist functions +∈Kc22 ,μ , N∈uppg 222 ,, , such that 
the following estimate holds for all 0tt ≥  
( ) ( ) ( )⎪⎭⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩⎪⎨⎧ −≤ ≤≤≤≤ )()(sup,)(sup,,)(,)(max)()( 222220202022 00222 suspsvpxgtcttxtTt uutsttstrrr δμφ          (3.28) 
 
 for all );()];0,([)),,(,,( 122200 2 DUSrduvxt loc
n ××ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +∞∞+ LL  and 0tt ≥  for the solution )(2 tx  of (3.3) 
with initial condition 2020 )(2 xxtTr =  corresponding to inputs );(),,( 12 DUSduv loc ××ℜ∈ +∞L . Moreover, if 
+∈Kφ  is bounded and there exists constant 0>L  such that (3.17) holds then the function +∈Kc2  is bounded.  
 
The following corollary shows how a Lyapunov functional satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 3.7 for system 
(3.3) can be constructed. Its proof is simple and is omitted. 
 
Corollary 3.7 (Lyapunov-like sufficient conditions for hypothesis (H2)): Consider system (3.3) under hypotheses 
(R1-5) and suppose that there exist a function +ℜ→ℜ×+∞− 2),[: 2 nrW , functions baa ,~,~ 21  of class ∞K , uζζ ,  of 
class N , u22 ,,
~ δδβ  of class +K  and a constant )1,0[∈λ  such that: 
 ( )2222 )(~~),( xtaxrtW β≤− , 2),( 2 nxt ℜ×ℜ∈∀ +                                        (3.29) 
 
( ) ( )
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ +≤−
−≤≤−−
utvtxtWvuxtTdtftW uu
tr
tr )(,)(,))(,(supmax)),,))((,,(,( 2222
)(
22)(2
2
2
δζδζθθλτ
τθτ
 
for all DSUrdvuxt n ×××ℜ−×ℜ∈ ∞+ 1222 )];0,([),,,,( 2L                                        (3.30) 
 
Let constant 0>μ  such that 1)exp( 2 ≤rμλ . Define for all )];0,([),( 222 nrxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ ∞+ L  the functional: 
 ( ) ))(,(expsup),( 2
0
2
2
θθθμ
θ
xtWxtV
r
+=
≤≤−
                                                 (3.31) 
 
Then the functional +∞+ ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ )];0,([: 22 nrV L  satisfies inequalities (3.22), (3.23) with )(~max:)(
2
s
rtst
βτβ
+≤≤
= , 
)(~:)( 22 sasa = , )exp(),( tsts μσ −=  and consequently KL∈σ  is a function satisfying (3.26a,b) with ss μρ =:)( . 
Moreover,  
 
∗  if there exist a function 1~a  of class ∞K , such that the following inequality holds  
 ( ) ))(,(sup)))((,(~ 2
]0,[
2)(21
2
2
θθτ
θτ
xtWxtTtHa
r
tr +≤− −∈− , )];0,([),(
2
22
nrxt ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ ∞+ L           (3.32) 
 
then inequality (3.27a) holds with ( )sarsa 121 ~)exp(:)( μ−= . 
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∗  if there exist functions p  of class ∞K , +∈Kμ  and a constant 0≥R  such that the following inequality holds  
 ( ) RxtWxtp +≤ ),()( 22μ , 2),( 2 nxt ℜ×ℜ∈∀ +                                                    (3.33) 
 
then inequality (3.27b) holds. 
 
 
 
4. Illustrating Examples  
 
The following example shows the applicability of the results of the previous section to nonlinear Neutral Functional 
Differential Equations.  
 
Example 4.1: Consider the following system: 
 ( )
]1,1[)(,)(
)2(,)()()(
−=∈ℜ∈
−+−=
Dtdtx
rtxttdtxatx && ϕ
                                                                  (4.1) 
 
where 0>a , 0>r  constants and ℜ→ℜ×ℜ+:ϕ  continuous function that satisfies 
 
xcxt 1),( −≤ϕ , ℜ×ℜ∈∀ +),( xt                                                            (4.2) 
 
for certain constant 1>c . Clearly, system (4.1) is a system described by a Neutral Functional Differential Equation 
of the form (1.12). However, it should be noted that system (4.1) cannot be written in Hale’s form (1.10). 
Consequently, the stability properties of the zero solution of system (4.1) cannot be studied using the results 
contained in [6]. On the other hand an extension of Theorem 1.6 in [19] can be used with a Lyapunov functional of 
the form ∫
−
+=
t
rt
dxMtxtV
2
22 )()(
2
1)( θθ& , for appropriate 0>M  (since Theorem 1.6 in [19] is not concerned with 
systems with disturbances). Indeed, by using Theorem 1.6 in [19], it is possible to derive sufficient conditions that 
guarantee 0)(lim =+∞→ txt , but further study is required to conclude that 0)(lim =+∞→ txt & . Here, we will apply Theorem 
3.1 to system (4.1) and we will able to derive sufficient conditions for Robust Global Asymptotic Stability of )(tx  as 
well as of )(tx& . 
 
We have already remarked (in the Introduction) that system (4.1) is associated with the following system described by 
coupled RFDEs and FDEs: 
 ( )
( )
]1,1[)(,)(,)(
)2(,)()()(
)2(,)()()(
21
212
211
−=∈ℜ∈ℜ∈
−+−=
−+−=
Dtdtxtx
rtxttdtxatx
rtxttdtxatx
ϕ
ϕ&
                                                               (4.3) 
 
Specifically, if xtTxtT rr &)()( 02202 =  and )()( 001 txtx =  then the solution of (4.1) corresponding to input ( )Dd loc ;+∞ ℜ∈L  is related with the solution of (4.3) corresponding to the same input ( )Dd loc ;+∞ ℜ∈L  by the 
following equations: 
)()(,)()( 21 txtxtxtx &== , for all 0tt ≥  
 
Thus, in order to study the stability properties of the zero solution of system (4.1) we are led to study the stability 
properties of the zero solution of system (4.3). If we define rr 22 = , rr 21 = , rt ≡)(τ , )(:),( 222 rxxtH −= , 
)0(:),( 111 xxtH = , ℜ== 21 SS , 222121 :))(),0((:),,( ℜ=∈′−= YrxxxxtH  for all 
( )ℜ−×ℜ−×ℜ∈ ∞+ ];0,2[)];0,2([),,( 021 rrCxxt L , then system (4.3) is of the form (3.1). Furthermore, hypotheses 
(R1-8) are satisfied.  Notice that no external input is present ( }0{=U ). Notice that  
 
In order to apply Theorem 3.1, we have to study the stability properties of the zero solution for the two independent 
subsystems: 
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]1,1[)(,)(,)(
))(,()()()(
11
111
−=∈ℜ∈ℜ∈
+−=
Dtdtvtx
tvttdtxatx ϕ&
                                                     (4.4)    
 
and  
 
]1,1[)(,)(,)(
))(,()()()(
22
2222
−=∈ℜ∈ℜ∈
−+−=
Dtdtvtx
rtxttdtvatx ϕ
                                                  (4.5) 
 
 
Study of system (4.5): 
 
We define the function 
 
 
22 ),( xxtW =                                                                                    (4.6) 
 
It should be noted that W  satisfies all hypotheses of Corollary 3.7. Particularly, (3.29) holds with ssa =:)(~2  and 
1)(~ ≡tβ . Moreover, elementary calculations in conjunction with inequality (4.2) and definition (4.6) give for all 
( )ℜ−×ℜ×−×ℜ∈ ∞+ ];0,[]1,1[),,,( 222 rxvdt L  and )1,0(2 −∈ cε : 
 
( )
⎪⎭
⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ++⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +≤−+≤
−+≤−+−=−+−
−≤≤−
−− ))(,(sup)1(;11max)(
))(,())(,())(,(,
2
)(
1
22
2
22
1
2
222222222
2
θθεε
ϕϕϕ
τθ
xtWcvarxcva
rxtvarxtdvarxtdvatW
tr
 
 
It follows that W  satisfies inequality (3.30) with 1)1( 12 <+= −cελ , sas ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +=
2
11:)( εζ , 1)(2 ≡tδ , 0)( ≡s
uζ  and 
1)(2 ≡tuδ . Inequalities (3.32), (3.33) hold as well with sspsa == :)()(~1 , 0=R  and 1)( ≡tμ .  
 
     By virtue of Theorem 3.6 it follows that there exists a function KL∈2σ , +∈Kc22 ,μ , N∈uppa 222 ,, , such that 
estimates (3.6), (3.7) hold with 1)(2 ≡tβ , 122 :)( −= εγ acs , 0:)(2 =suγ , 1)(2 ≡tδ , 1)()( 22 ≡= tqt uuδ ,   for all 
);()];0,([)),,(,,( 122200 2 DUSrduvxt loc
n ××ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +∞∞+ LL  and 0tt ≥  for the solution )(2 tx  of (4.4) with 
initial condition 2020 )(2 xxtTr =  corresponding to inputs );(),,( 12 DUSduv loc ××ℜ∈ +∞L . Moreover, +∈Kc2  is 
bounded.  
 
 
Study of system (4.4): 
 
We define the functional for all )];0,2([),( 01 ℜ−×ℜ∈ + rCxt : 
 
)0(
2
1),( 211 xxtV =                                                                                    (4.7) 
 
It should be noted that V  satisfies inequalities (3.13), (3.15a,b) with 221 2
1:)()()( sspsasa === , 0=R  and 
1)()( ≡= tt μβ . Moreover, we have for all ℜ×−×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + ]1,1[)];0,2([),,,( 011 rCvdxt : 
 
),()0()0()),()0(;,( 11
2
1111
0 vtxdaxvtdaxxtV ϕϕ +−=+−  
 
Taking into account (4.2) and completing the squares, we find the following implication which holds for all  
ℜ×−×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + ]1,1[)];0,2([),,,( 011 rCvdxt  and 11 >ε : 
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),(112)),()0(;,(),(
2
1
1
111
0
1
2
122
2
1 xtVavtdaxxtVxtVv
ca ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−≤+−⇒≤ εϕ
ε
 
 
Consequently, inequality (3.14) holds with 2
22
2
1
2
:)( s
ca
s
εζ = , sas ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −=
1
112:)( ερ , 0)( ≡s
uζ , 1)(1 ≡tδ  and 
1)(1 ≡tuδ . By virtue of Theorem 3.3, it follows that there exist functions KL∈1σ , +∈Kc11 ,μ , N∈uppa 111 ,, , 
such that estimates (3.4), (3.5) hold with s
ac
s 11 :)(
εγ = , 0:)(1 =suγ , 1)(1 ≡tqu  for all 
);();]0,([)),,(,,( 21
0
1100
1 DUSrCduvxt loc
n ××ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +∞+ L  and 0tt ≥  for the solution )(1 tx  of (4.4) with 
initial condition 1010 )(1 xxtTr =  corresponding to inputs );(),,( 21 DUSduv loc ××ℜ∈ +∞L . Moreover, +∈Kc1  is 
bounded.  
 
 
Study of system (4.3): 
 
The previous analysis shows that Hypotheses (H1), (H2) of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. Inequality (3.8c) holds with 
sacssa
1
)( ε+= . Using Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.2(b), we conclude that system (4.3) is Uniformly Robustly 
Globally Asymptotically Output Stable with output 222121 :))(),0((:),,( ℜ=∈′−= YrxxxxtH  if the following 
condition holds: 
1
2
1 <ε
ε
 
 
Since 11 >ε  and )1,0(2 −∈ cε  are arbitrary, the condition above holds if  
 
2>c                                                                                     (4.8) 
 
Hence, due to the nature of the output map 222121 :))(),0((:),,( ℜ=∈′−= YrxxxxtH , we are in a position to establish 
that if (4.8) holds then system (4.3) is Uniformly Robustly Globally Asymptotically Stable.        <  
 
 
The following example considers linear time-varying systems described by coupled RFDEs and FDEs. 
 
Example 4.2: Consider the linear time-varying system: 
 
0,)(,)(,)(
)()()()()()()(
)()()()()()()(
21
21
2212
1211
≥ℜ∈ℜ∈ℜ∈
+−+=
+−+=
ttutxtx
tutGrtxtDtxtCtx
tutGrtxtBtxtAtx
mnn
&
                                                   (4.9) 
 
where 0>r  and the matrices )(),(),(),(),(),( 21 tGtGtDtCtBtA  have continuous elements. The stability properties of 
the zero solution for linear systems of the form (4.9) without external inputs (i.e., 0)( ≡tu ) have been studied for the 
autonomous case in [21,24,25]. Here, we study the more general problem of the output stability of system (4.9) with 
output )()( 1 txtY = .  
 
Let +∈ Kc  a non-decreasing function and )1,0(∈η such that 
 
 { } )(,)(max tctD ≤η , for all 0≥t                                                         (4.10) 
 
Define ),0(),[: +∞→+∞−rφ  by the equation:  
 
 21
( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+−= ∫
−
−−
t
r
dsrscrt )(logexp)( 11 ηφ                                                           (4.11) 
 
Notice that ),0(),[: +∞→+∞−rφ  is non-increasing and that definition (4.11) implies: 
 
 )(
)(
)( rt
tc
t −≤ φηφ , for all 0≥t                                                              (4.12) 
We assume that: 
 
(S1) 10 nℜ∈  is globally asymptotically stable for the system )()()( 11 txtAtx =& . Particularly, there exist a 
continuously differentiable symmetric positive definite matrix 11)( nntP ×ℜ∈  and a function +∈ Kμ  with 
+∞=∫+∞
0
)( dttμ  such that: 
 
)()(2)()()()()( tPttPtAtAtPtP μ−≤′++& , for all 0≥t                                             (4.13a) 
 
)(tPI ≤ , for all 0≥t                                                                (4.13b)   
 
Notice that hypothesis (S1) does not imply that 10 nℜ∈  is uniformly globally asymptotically stable for the system 
)()()( 11 txtAtx =& . Moreover, if 10 nℜ∈  is globally asymptotically stable for the system )()()( 11 txtAtx =&  then 
Proposition 2 in [12] implies the existence of a continuously differentiable symmetric positive definite matrix 
11)( nntP ×ℜ∈  and a function +∈ Kμ  with +∞=∫+∞
0
)( dttμ  such that (4.13a,b) hold. 
Furthermore, we assume that: 
 
(S2) There exist α constant 0>M  such that the following inequalities hold: 
 
M
rtt
tPtB
t
≤−≥ )()(
)()(
sup
0 φμ                                                                             (4.14a) 
 
ηττφφμ τ −<⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
− ∈≥ 1)()(max)()(
)()(
sup
],0[0
C
rtt
tPtB
tt
                                                 (4.14b) 
 
We will next show that system (4.9) with output )()( 1 txtY =  under hypotheses (S1), (S2) satisfies the WIOS 
property from the input u . First notice that system (4.9) satisfies hypotheses (R1-8) with rrr == 21 , 2/)( rt ≡τ , 
)0(:),( 111 xxtH = , )()()))((,( 22)(2 rtxrtxtTtH tr −−=−− φττ , 11 nS ℜ== Y , 22 nS ℜ=  and mU ℜ=  ( Dd ∈  is 
irrelevant for this system). 
 
Next consider the system described by linear FDEs: 
 
0,)(,)(,)(
)()()()()()()(
21
21
2222
≥ℜ∈ℜ∈ℜ∈
+−+=
ttutxtv
tutGrtxtDtvtCtx
mnn                                                         (4.15) 
 
Notice that the function: 
 
22 )(),( xtxtW φ=                                                                 (4.16) 
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satisfies (3.29) with ssa =:)(~2 , )(:)(~ rtt −= φβ . By virtue of (4.10) and (4.12), W  satisfies (3.30) with 
ηεελ )1)(1( 21 ++= , ss )1(:)( 11−+= εζ , ssu )1)(1(:)( 121 −++= εεζ , )()(:)(2 tCtt φδ = , )()(:)( 22 tGttu φδ =  and 
0, 21 >εε  with 1)1)(1( 21 <++ ηεε .  Moreover, inequalities (3.32), (3.33) are satisfied with ssa =:)(~1 , ssp =:)( , 
)(:)( tt φμ =  and 0=R . It follows from Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.7 that there exist functions KL∈2σ , 
+∈Kc22 ,μ , N∈uppa 222 ,, , such that estimates (3.6), (3.7) hold with ss 121112 )1(:)( −−− += εεηγ , 
ssu 12
1
2 :)(
−−= εηγ , )(:)(2 rtt −= φβ , )()(:)( 22 tGttqu φ=   for all 
);()];0,([)),(,,( 122200 2 USruvxt loc
n ×ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +∞∞+ LL  and 0tt ≥  for the solution )(2 tx  of (4.15) with initial 
condition 2020 )(2 xxtTr =  corresponding to inputs );(),( 22 USuv loc ×ℜ∈ +∞L . Moreover, if there exists constant 
0>l  such that lt ≥)(φ  for all 0≥t  then the function +∈Kc2  is bounded. 
 
Next, consider the linear system described by RFDEs: 
 
0,)(,)(,)(
)()()()(
)(
1)()()(
21
11
1111
≥ℜ∈ℜ∈ℜ∈
+−+=
ttutvtx
tutGtvtB
rt
txtAtx
mnn
φ&                                            (4.17) 
 
and define the functional for all )];0,([),( 101
nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + : 
 
)0()()0(:),( 111 xtPxxtV ′=                                                                   (4.18) 
 
It is clear that for every )];0,([),( 10100
nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + , );();(),( 21 mlocnlocuv ℜℜ×ℜℜ∈ +∞+∞ LL , the function 
))(,()( 1xtTtVtV r=  is absolutely continuous on ),[ 0 +∞t , where )(1 tx  denotes the solution of (4.17) with initial 
condition 1010 )( xxtTr =  corresponding to inputs );();(),( 21 mlocnlocuv ℜℜ×ℜℜ∈ +∞+∞ LL . Using (4.13a) and 
completing the squares, we can argue that the derivative of ))(,()( 1xtTtVtV r=  satisfies the following inequalities 
a.e. on ),[ 0 +∞t  for all )1,0(3 ∈ε : 
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The above linear differential inequality implies the following estimate: 
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Consequently, by virtue of (4.13b), estimate (3.4) holds with ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −= ∫t dsstPt
0
3
1 )(2
1
exp)(:)( μεβ , 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
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⎛ −−= ∫t dsssts
0
3
1 )(2
1
exp:),( μεσ , sss u == :)()( 11 γγ , 
)()(1
)()(
:)(
3
1
rtt
tBtP
t −−= φμεδ  and )()1(
)()(
:)(
33
1
1
t
tGtP
tu μεεδ −= .  
Moreover, there exist functions +∈Kc11 ,μ , N∈uppg 111 ,, ,  such that estimate (3.5) holds with 
)()1(
)()(
:)(
33
1
1
t
tGtP
tqu μεε −= . Finally, if ⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −= ∫t dsstPt
0
3
1 )(2
1
exp)(:)( μεβ  is bounded then the function +∈Kc1  is 
bounded, too. 
 
The previous analysis shows that Hypotheses (H1), (H2) of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. Inequality (3.8c) holds with 
ssa =)( . By virtue of (4.14a), it follows that (3.8a) holds. Using Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.2(b), we conclude that 
system (4.9) satisfies the WIOS property from the input u  with output )0(:),,( 121 xxxtH =  if the following condition 
holds: 
1)()(max
)()(
)()(
sup
1)1(
1
],0[0321
<⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
−−+ ∈≥ ττφφμεηεε τ Crtt
tPtB
tt
 
Using the facts that 1)1)(1( 21 <++ ηεε  and )1,0(3 ∈ε , we conclude that the above condition holds if (4.14b) holds. 
Moreover, if there exists constant 0>L  such that L
t
tCdsstP
t
≤++⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ∫ )(1)()(exp)(
0
φμ , for all 0≥t , then system 
(4.9) satisfies the UWIOS property from the input u  with output )0(:),,( 121 xxxtH = .    
 
Consider for example the system: 
 
ℜ∈ℜ∈ℜ∈
+−+=
+−+−=
)(,)(,)(
)()(2)()(
)()()()exp()(
21
212
211
tutxtx
turtxtxtx
turtbxtxttx&
                                                        (4.19) 
 
where ℜ∈b  with 1<b . System (4.19) has the form (4.9) with )exp()( ttA −= , 1)( =tC , btB =)( , 2)( =tD , 
1)()( 21 == tGtG . System (4.19) satisfies hypothesis (S1) with 1)( =tP  and )exp()( tt =μ . The function 2)( =tc  
satisfies inequality (4.10) for all )1,0(∈η . The function )(tφ  defined by (4.11) is given by the equation 
r
rt
t
+
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=
2
)( ηφ . Consequently, hypothesis (S2) will be satisfied if 
ηηφμ −<⎟⎟⎠
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sup 1
00
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rtt
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tt
. The previous inequality is satisfied for appropriate 
selection of )1,0(∈η  if and only if )2log(>r  and )exp(21 rb −−<  (delay-dependent condition). Therefore, if 
)2log(>r  and )exp(21 rb −−<  then system (4.19) satisfies the WIOS property from the input u  (the weight 
function is )exp()( tsKt −=δ  for appropriate constants 0>K  and )1,0(∈s ). Notice that for system (4.19), it can 
happen that +∞=
+∞→
)(suplim 2 tx
t
. This feature does not disturb our analysis since the WIOS property concerns the 
output of the system, which is )()( 1 txtY = .  
 
It should be noted for system (4.9), that if all matrices )(),(),(),(),(),( 21 tGtGtDtCtBtA  are constant, D  is Schur 
stable ( 1<D  is a case frequently studied in the literature), the matrix 11)( nntP ×ℜ∈  is constant and the function 
)(tμ  is constant (i.e., 0)( >≡ μμ t ), then hypothesis (S2) guarantees UIOS property from the input u . Particularly, 
in this case hypothesis (S2) takes the form: 
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( )DPBC −< 1μ  
 
 The above condition is in complete agreement with the Linear Matrix Inequalities proposed in [21,28].         <  
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
In this work stability results for systems described by coupled Retarded Functional Differential Equations (RFDEs) 
and Functional Difference Equations (FDEs) are presented. The motivation for the study of systems described by 
coupled RFDEs and FDEs is strong, since such systems can be used to study generalized solutions of systems 
described by neutral functional differential equations and systems described by hyperbolic partial differential 
equations. The obtained stability results are based on the observation that the composite system can be regarded as the 
feedback interconnection of a subsystem described by RFDEs and a subsystem described by FDEs. Recent Small-
Gain results and Lyapunov-like characterizations of the Weighted Input-to-Output Stability property for systems 
described by RFDEs and FDEs are employed. Illustrating examples are provided, which show the applicability of the 
obtained stability results. 
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Appendix 
 
Proof of Fact I in the proof of Theorem 2.3: Without loss of generality we may assume that the function ∞∈Ka  
involved in hypothesis (P2) satisfies ssa ≥)(  for all 0≥s  and that the function +∈Kβ  involved in hypothesis (P2) 
is non-decreasing with 1)( ≥tβ  for all 0≥t . Let 0>ε , +ℜ∈T  and define: 
 ( )
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
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⎞⎜⎝
⎛
+
−−
+=
−−
9)1(4
1),(~exp
)1(
1:),(~ 11 εβ
ε
βεδ aT
TLa
T
T                                                          (A1)  
 
where ),(~ TL ε  is the constant that corresponds to the bounded sets +ℜ⊂+= ]1,0[: TI , ( ){ } ( ){ } { }εεε ≤∈×≤ℜ−∈×≤ℜ−∈⊂Ω ∞ uUuxrxxrCx rnrn ::];0,[:];0,[ 2211 2221101 L  and satisfies (1.2).   
 
Let ( ) ( )21 ];0,[];0,[],0[),,( 21020100 nn rrCTxxt ℜ−×ℜ−×∈ ∞L , ( ) ( )DUdu locloc ;;),( +∞+∞ ℜ×ℜ∈ LL  with 
δ~)(sup
0
2010
21
<++
≥
tuxx
t
rr  (but otherwise arbitrary). By virtue of Theorem 2.1 there exists ],( 0max +∞∈ tt  and a 
unique pair of mappings ( )1);,[ max1001 ntrtCx ℜ−∈ , ( )2);,[ max202 nloc trtx ℜ−∈ ∞L   with 1010 )(1 xxtTr = , 
2020 )(2 xxtTr = , 1x  being absolutely continuous on ),[ max0 tt  such that (1.1a) holds a.e. for ),[ max0 ttt∈  and (1.1b) 
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holds for all ),( max0 ttt∈ . In addition, if +∞<maxt  then for every 0>M  there exists ),[ max0 ttt∈  with 
MxtT
rr
>
1
1 1)( . 
 
Define the set: 
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⎫
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We distinguish two cases: 
 
1) ∅=+∩ ],[ 00 httA  
 
2) ∅≠+∩ ],[ 00 httA  
 
 
Case 1: 
 
We will show that (2.1) holds in this case with 0),(~:~ >= Tεδδ  as defined by (A1). If ∅=+∩ ],[ 00 httA , where { }( )]1,0[:)(min;1min)(: +∈== TssThh τ , then 1x  is bounded on ],[ 00 htt +  and consequently we have 
htt +> 0max . Moreover, by virtue of hypothesis (P2) we have for all ],[ 00 httt +∈ : 
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Since ∅=+∩ ],[ 00 httA  (which implies 9)()( 11 1
εβ ≤⎟⎠
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⎛
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(which implies 
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≥
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t
 (which 
implies ( )
9
)()( εβ ≤tuta  for all ],[ 00 httt +∈ ; see (A1)), we obtain from (A3): 
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Inequality (A4) in conjunction with the fact that 
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20
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xtTtaxtT  for all ],[ 00 httt +∈ ) shows that (2.1) holds in this case.  
 
Case 2: 
 
We will show that this case cannot happen by contradiction. Assume that ∅≠+∩ ],[ 00 httA  and define At inf1 = . 
By continuity of the map 
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derivative of the absolutely continuous map 21 )(tx  on ],[ 10 tt  in conjunction with hypothesis (P4) gives: 
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where L~  is the constant that corresponds to the bounded sets +ℜ⊂+= ]1,0[: TI , ( ){ } ( ){ } { }εεε ≤∈×≤ℜ−∈×≤ℜ−∈⊂Ω ∞ uUuxrxxrCx rnrn ::];0,[:];0,[ 2211 2221101 L  and satisfies (1.2).  
Inequality (A5) in conjunction with hypothesis (P2) and the facts that δ~
2
20 <rx  (which implies ( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛+ −−≤⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ − −−− 9)1(4 1),(
~exp
))(()( 1
)(2)( 22
ε
β
ετβ ττ aT
TLxttTta
trtr
 for all ],[ 00 httt +∈ ; (see (A1)) and δ~)(sup
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tu
t
 
(which implies ( ) ( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛+ −−≤ − 9)1(4 1),(
~exp)()( 1 εβ
εβ a
T
TLtuta  for all ],[ 00 httt +∈ ; see (A1)), gives: 
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Integrating both sides of (A6) we get for all ],[ 10 ttt∈ : 
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The following inequality is a direct consequence of (A7) and holds for all ],[ 10 ttt∈ : 
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                   (A8) 
Since the map 
1
1 1)( rr xtTt →  is continuous and (A8) holds on ],[ 10 tt , we may apply the Gronwall-Bellman lemma. 
We obtain for all ],[ 10 ttt∈ : 
 
( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛+++≤ − 9)1(2 1)()1~(exp)( 1101 1111 εβ aTxtTLxtT rrrr                                  (A9) 
 
Since δ~
1
10 <rx  (which implies 
( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛+−−≤ − 9)1(4 1
~exp
)( 110
1
1
ε
β aT
LxtT
rr
) we get from (A9): 
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Inequality (A10) contradicts the equality ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
+=
−
9)1(
1)( 111
1
1
ε
β aTxtT rr . Thus the case ∅≠+∩ ],[ 00 httA  cannot 
happen. 
 
The proof is complete.          <  
 
 
Definition of the notion of Weighted Input-to-Output Stability (see also [15,16,17]): Consider a control system 
),,,,,(: HMM DU πφYX,=Σ  with outputs and the BIC property and for which X∈0  is a robust equilibrium point 
from the input UMu∈  (in the sense described in [15]). Suppose that Σ  is Robustly Forward Complete from the 
input UMu∈  (in the sense described in [15]). 
 
∗  If there exist functions KL∈σ , +∈Kδβ , , N∈γ  such that the following estimate holds for all UMu∈ , 
DMdxt ××ℜ∈ + X),,( 00  and 0tt ≥ : 
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( ) ( )
UXY )()(sup,)())(),,,,,(,(
0
00000 ττδγβσφ τ uttxttuduxtttH tt ≤≤+−≤                    (A11) 
 
then we say that Σ  satisfies the Weighted Input-to-Output Stability (WIOS) property from the input UMu∈  with 
gain N∈γ  and weight +∈Kδ . Moreover, if 1)( ≡tβ  then we say that Σ  satisfies the Uniform Weighted Input-to-
Output Stability (UWIOS) property from the input UMu∈  with gain N∈γ  and weight +∈Kδ . 
 
∗  If there exist functions KL∈σ , +∈Kβ , N∈γ  such that the following estimate holds for all UMu∈ , 
DMdxt ××ℜ∈ + X),,( 00  and 0tt ≥ : 
 ( ) ( )
UXY )(sup,)())(),,,,,(,(
0
00000 τγβσφ τ uttxttuduxtttH tt ≤≤+−≤                (A12) 
 
then we say that Σ  satisfies the Input-to-Output Stability (IOS) property from the input UMu∈  with gain N∈γ . 
Moreover, if 1)( ≡tβ  then we say that Σ  satisfies the Uniform Input-to-Output Stability (UIOS) property from the 
input UMu∈  with gain N∈γ . 
 
For the special case of the identity output mapping, i.e., xuxtH =:),,( , the (Uniform) (Weighted) Input-to-Output 
Stability property from the input UMu∈  is called (Uniform) (Weighted) Input-to-State Stability property from the 
input UMu∈ . 
 
Finally, if no external input is present ( }0{=U ) then we say that Σ  is (Uniformly) Robustly Globally Asymptotically 
Output Stable ((U)RGAOS). For the special case of the identity output mapping, i.e., xuxtH =:),,( , we say that Σ  is 
(Uniformly) Robustly Globally Asymptotically Stable ((U)RGAS).      
 
 
Proof of Theorem 3.3: Let arbitrary );();]0,([)),,(,,( 21
0
1100
1 DUSrCduvxt loc
n ××ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +∞+ L  and consider 
the solution )(1 tx  of (3.2) with initial condition 100 )(1 xtTr =  corresponding to inputs 
);(),,( 21 DUSduv loc ××ℜ∈ +∞L . By virtue of Theorem 4.6 in [18], implication (3.14) guarantees the existence of a 
function KL∈σ  with ss =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s , such that the following estimate holds for all 0tt ≥ : 
 ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )⎪⎭⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩⎪⎨⎧ −−−≤ ≤≤≤≤ τττδζστττδζσβσ ττ tutvttxtaxtTtV uuttttrr ,)()(sup,,)()(sup,,)(max))(,( 111010021 0011  
             (A13) 
 
We next distinguish the following cases: 
 
A) If (3.15a) holds then, by exploiting the left hand-side inequality (3.14) and the fact KL∈σ  with ss =)0,(σ  for all 
0≥s , we obtain from (A13) the following estimate, which holds for all 0tt ≥ : 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )⎪⎭⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩⎪⎨⎧ −≤ ≤≤≤≤ )()(sup,)()(sup,,)(max))(,( 11101002111 0011 ττδζττδζβσ ττ uvttxtaxtTtHa uuttttrr       (A14) 
 
Estimate (A14) implies that estimate (3.4) holds with )()(1 tt ββ ≡ , ( ))(:)( 111 sas ζγ −= , ( ))(:)( 111 sas uu ζγ −= .  
 
B) If (3.15b) holds and 1)(1 ≡tδ  then Theorem 4.6 in [18] directly implies that system (3.2) is Robustly Forward 
Complete (see [15]) and consequently for all );();]0,([)),,(,,( 21
0
1100
1 DUSrCduvxt loc
n ××ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +∞+ L  the 
solution )(1 tx  of (3.2) with initial condition 1010 )(1 xxtTr =  corresponding to inputs );(),,( 21 DUSduv loc ××ℜ∈ +∞L  
exists for all 0tt ≥ . By exploiting the left hand-side inequality (3.15b) and the fact KL∈σ  with ss =)0,(σ  for all 
0≥s , we obtain from (A13) the following estimate, which holds for all 0tt ≥ : 
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( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )⎪⎭⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩⎪⎨⎧+≤ −≤≤−≤≤−− )()(2sup,)(2sup,)(2max)2()()( 1111100111 001 ττδζτζβμ ττ upvpxtapRptxt uuttttr      (A15) 
 
By virtue of Corollary 10 and Remark 11 in [33] there exists ∞∈Kκ  such that ( )( ) ( ) ( )srrsap κκ≤− 21  for all ( )2),( +ℜ∈sr . Consequently, we obtain from (A15): 
 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )⎪⎭⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩⎪⎨⎧++≤ −≤≤−≤≤− )()(2sup,)(2sup,)21max)(21)2()()( 11112102011 001 ττδζτζκβκμ ττ upvpxtRptxt uuttttr  
 
which implies: 
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Estimate (A16) shows that the following estimate holds for all 0tt ≥ : 
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Let +∈Kφ . Multiplying the above inequality by )(tφ  and using repeatedly the inequality 22
2
1
2
1 baab +≤  we get: 
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Using the fact that { }baba 2,2max≤+  for all 0, ≥ba  in conjunction with the above inequality gives: 
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            (A17) 
 
Notice that if (3.17) holds and +∈Kφ  is bounded then estimate (A17) shows that (3.16) holds for appropriate 
+∈Kc11 ,μ , N∈uppg 111 ,,  with +∈Kc1  being bounded. 
 
Let )(2
]},0[:)(min{
)(
)( 2
2
t
t
tt φττμ
φγ +∈= . Define: 
 { }],0[,],0[:)()(max:),( 000 TtshthtsTa ∈∈−+= γγ                                                 (A18) 
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Clearly, definition (A18) implies that for each fixed 0≥s  ),( sa ⋅  is non-decreasing and for each fixed 0≥T  
),( ⋅Ta  is non-decreasing. Furthermore, continuity of γ  guarantees that for every 0≥T  0)0,(),(lim
0
==+→ TasTas . It 
turns out from Lemma 2.3 in [11], that there exist functions ∞∈Kζ  and +∈Kq  such that 
 
))((),( sTqsTa ζ≤ , ( )2),( +ℜ∈∀ sT                                                         (A19) 
 
Combining definition (A18) with inequality (A19), we conclude that for all 00 ≥t  and 0tt ≥ , it holds that: 
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The above inequality in conjunction with (A17) and definition )(2
]},0[:)(min{
)(
)( 2
2
t
t
tt φττμ
φγ +∈=  implies that 
(3.16) holds for appropriate +∈Kc11 ,μ , N∈uppg 111 ,, . The proof is complete.     <  
 
 
Proof of Proposition 3.5: Let arbitrary );();]0,([)),,(,,( 21
0
1100
1 DUSrCduvxt loc
n ××ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +∞+ L  and 
consider the solution )(1 tx  of (3.2) with initial condition 1010 )(1 xxtTr =  corresponding to inputs 
);(),,( 21 DUSduv loc ××ℜ∈ +∞L . Let 0max tt >  be the maximal existence time of the solution. It follows from (3.20) 
and Lemma 4.7 in [18] that there exists a continuous function σ  of class KL , with ss =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s  such that 
for all ),[ max0 ttt∈  we have: 
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An immediate consequence of estimate (A20) and the fact that ss =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s  is the following estimate for 
all ),[ max0 ttt∈ : 
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where sts =:),(σ  for ],0[ rt∈  and ),(:),( rtsts −= σσ  for rt > . Using the fact that ssa <)(  for all 0>s  and 
estimate (A21) it may be shown that: 
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       (A22) 
 
Combining (A21) with (A22) we obtain for all ),[ max0 ttt∈ : 
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Theorem 1 in [35] in conjunction with inequality (A23) implies the existence of KL∈σ~  such that: 
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We next distinguish the following cases: 
 
A) If (3.21a) holds and there exist functions +∈Kc φμ ,, 11 , N∈uppg 111 ,, , such that for every 
);();]0,([)),,(,,( 21
0
1100
1 DUSrCduvxt loc
n ××ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +∞+ L  the solution )(1 tx  of (3.2) with initial condition 
1010 )(1 xxtTr =  corresponding to inputs );(),,( 21 DUSduv loc ××ℜ∈ +∞L  exists for all 0tt ≥  and satisfies (3.16), then 
we clearly have +∞=maxt . Inequalities (3.19), (3.21a) in conjunction with estimate (A24), guarantee that there exist 
a function KL∈1σ , such that estimate (3.4) holds with ( ))(:)( 111 sas ζγ −= , ( ))(:)( 111 sas uu ζγ −= , 
)(max:)(
10
1 τββ τ rtt +≤≤= ,  for all );();]0,([)),,(,,( 21
0
1100
1 DUSrCduvxt loc
n ××ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +∞+ L  and 0tt ≥  for the 
solution )(1 tx  of (3.2) with initial condition 100 )(1 xtTr =  corresponding to inputs );(),,( 21 DUSduv loc ××ℜ∈ +∞L .  
 
B) If (3.21b) holds and 1)(1 ≡tδ , then using (3.19) and (3.21b), we get for all ),[ max0 ttt∈ : 
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It follows from estimate (A25) and a simple contradiction argument that for all 
);();]0,([)),,(,,( 21
0
1100
1 DUSrCduvxt loc
n ××ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +∞+ L  the solution )(1 tx  of (3.2) with initial condition 
1010 )(1 xxtTr =  corresponding to inputs );(),,( 21 DUSduv loc ××ℜ∈ +∞L  exists for all 0tt ≥ , i.e., +∞=maxt . From 
this point the proof continues in exactly the same way as in Case B in the proof of Theorem 3.3.       <  
 
 
Proof of Theorem 3.6: By virtue of Lemma 4.4 in [20] there exists KL∈σ  satisfying (3.26a,b). Let arbitrary 
);()];0,([)),,(,,( 122200 2 DUSrduvxt loc
n ××ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +∞∞+ LL  and consider the solution )(2 tx  of (3.3) with 
initial condition 2020 )(2 xxtTr =  corresponding to inputs );(),,( 12 DUSduv loc ××ℜ∈ +∞L . Define the sequence 
{ }∞=0iit : 
 
)(1 iii tgtt +=+                                                                              (A26) 
 
Working exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, it can be shown by contradiction that +∞=itlim . Moreover, using 
induction, (3.26b), inequality (3.23), as well as the fact that ( ) ),(),,( htshts +=σσσ  for all 0,, ≥hts , we get for all 
,...2,1,0=i : 
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Using (A32), (3.26b), inequality (3.23), as well as the fact that ( ) ),(),,( htshts +=σσσ  for all 0,, ≥hts , we can 
establish that the following estimate holds for all { }∞=∉ 0iitt : 
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By virtue of (A27), (A28), we conclude that (A28) holds for all 0tt ≥ . Next we distinguish the cases: 
 
A) If (3.27a) holds, then by combining (A28) with (3.22) and (3.27a), we conclude that estimate (3.6) holds with 
( ))(:)( 112 sas ζγ −= , ( ))(:)( 112 sas uu ζγ −=  and ( ) ( )( )tsaats ),(, 2112 σσ −= .  
 
B) If (3.27b) holds and 1)(2 ≡tδ , then estimate (A28) in conjunction with (3.22) and (3.27b) implies the following 
estimate: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )⎪⎭⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩⎪⎨⎧+≤ ≤≤≤≤ )()(sup,)(sup,)(max)()( 2220022 002 ττδζτζβμ ττ uvxtaRtxtp uuttttr  
 
From this point the proof continues in exactly the same way as in Case B in the proof of Theorem 3.3.       <  
 
 
 
